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A GENERALIZED BESSEL INEQUALITY

ELENA PRESTTNI

Abstract. To any pair of diadic intervals [/, u] with / Q [0, 1) and a = [Nu, Nu

+ \I\~l) we associate the function u^,^x) = \I\~^^2e'N"xXr(x)- In this paper we will

give a condition under which a collection B of such pairs satisfies the inequality

:%^*KW*)./M>P < 20°ii/nifor a**/"1 *J* •)•

Introduction. In this paper we prove an inequality of Bessel type for functions in

L2[0, 1) with respect to a class of "almost orthogonal" systems. These systems can

be described as collections of functions obtained by restricting to diadic intervals

of length 2~" characters whose frequency is a multiple of 2" (n > 0). The "almost

orthogonality" of the systems is given by an interesting property of separation on

the supports of the characters involved or on their frequency.

These systems, which might seem not that natural at a first glance, turned out to

be very useful in studying the problem of pointwise convergence of Fourier series

[4]. We will say more about this at the end of the paper.

Preliminary lemmas. In what follows we write e'x instead of exp(2irix). The proof

of the result is based on the well-known

Cotlar's Lemma. Suppose that the operators Lx, L^,. . ., LN on a Hilbert space 77

satisfy the "orthogonality conditions"

\\L*Lr\\ < C(k - r),        \\LkL*\\ < C(k - r)

where || • || denotes the operator norm and 2/_°!00 C(/)1/2 < A. Then ||2£_, Lk\\ <

A.

For the proof see [1].

We shall also need the following

Lemma. Suppose L is an integer not smaller than 1 and there is given a sequence of

integers {nh} such that for any two of them, nh and nh , \nh — nh | > 27.. Consider

the following operator defined on l2

HL{bn}{m)=     2      -~-■
\n-m\>L n- m

Then for any sequence {a„} E l2 such that an = 0 whenever n belongs to the set

U h{m E Z:\rn — nh\ < 2L} we have

^\HL{an](nh)\2<20/L   2   K|2.
h /I--00
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Proof. We may assume a„ > 0 for every n. We fix nh and without loss of

generality we assume it to be 0. Then we write with obvious notations

"lK}(0)= 2^+2 ^ = b0-Ao,
n>L   " n<-L   "

"lK)0)=   2   ^7+   2   -¿ti-Bj-Aj.
n-j>L "       J        n-j<-L "       J

First suppose B0 > AQ. Then, since an = 0 for n E (-2L, 2L) and an is nonnega-

tive, we have Bj > BQ > A0 > Aj for j = 1, . . . , L. Now suppose B0 < A0. In this

case Aj > A0 > B0 > B} for y = -L, . . ., -1. In any case

I"lK}(0)|2 < l/L 2 \nL{"n}U)\2-
j—L

Hence because of the "distance property" of the nA's and of the fact that HL is a

bounded operator on l2, we have

2I#lKH"*)I2 < \Jl 2 \hl{OU)\2 < lo/L 2 kP-
h j = -oo «--oo

The result.

Theorem. Suppose there is given a collection B of pairs p = [l{, uk] where

pk = \j2~k, (j + \)2~k),j = 0, . . ., (2k - 1), k a nonnegative integer and w¿ = [h2k,

(h + 1)2*), h any integer, with the following property

i{ n 7¿ = 0   or

(P) 1{ n !{■ * 0   and   dist(w^A, w¿') > max^l", |w¿'|a)

/or some a > 0 and for any two pairs [I¿, uk], [l{,, uk,] in B. For f in L2[0, 1) and for

any pair [I, w] e B with u> = [Nu, Nu + 2k) define

clI^]=l/\I\ff(x)e-i^dx.

Then the inequality

0) 2    k[,,u]|2|/| < 200II/II2

holds:

(i)fora>2,

(ii) /or a > \ as well, if we further assume that for each l{ there exists at most one

pair [IJk, u] in B. For a = 1 this additional assumption is not enough to guarantee (1).

Proof. We denote by F[/w] the operator that acts on / E L2[0, 1) as follows

T[i,»]Kx) = c[Ita]eiN-x\j. Clearly Tp is selfadjoint and T¿Tp = Tp. Now we denote

by Rk the subcollection of pairs of B such that |7| = 2~k, by TJihe sum 2/,e» TJ
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and we observe that

2  |c[/>w]|2|7| = 2 IIVII2 = 2 (TJ, V)
[I,u]eB peB pBB

= 2 (/,3?r/)- 2 (/, Tj)

= (/, 2 tJ\ <
V    *=o       /

2 tj\
k-0

We shall prove, using Cotlar's lemma, that ||2£"o TJ\\j < 200||/||^. Using prop-

erty (P), we have that

IIVII! = 2 nvm<  2  ll/l/lll< ll/ll2
P^Rk \i\-2~k

for every k. Hence ||Fft|| < 1, k > 0. Now we just have to estimate ||F,Ffc|| since

\\T?Tk\\ = \\TrTZ\\ = \\TrTk\\. We start assuming r > k. Then in the sum TrTJ =

'2p,eRrTp>(2ipeRk Tpf), Tp'Tp is different from the zero operator only in the case that

7' c 7, with/»' = [I', u'] and/» = [7, u]. Now we observe that

\TrTJ\\l-    2
|/'|-2-*

2      W
IDI'

p = [i,o>]eRk

p'-[iW]eRr

(2)

Fix 7' = I¿ = [x/o, x2¿) and consider all the pairs belonging to 7?r such that their

first element is 70. Observe also that there exists just one 7 with |7| = 2~* such that

7 3 7q. Call it 70. Then

2 TpTpi =     2
2      p'={ló,o>']eR,

2     r^V
>-['•«•] sit

= 2
N^

2 l/ól-Wi/ e'^"-^ ¿x

= 2'2 2 c[/o,
eKN.-N„)*Í¿ - eKN„-N„)x}.o

N» - N„

2

= 2 • r[^\E^{€i^^(^j(t^t^^^Njf^

<200-2r-2^2k[/(),u]|2
(0

< 200 • 2"(a- '>' • 2* \\f\Io\\i   by the lemma.

If one frequency interval at most is associated to each l{ then no summation on Na,

and on w appears in the above computations and the upper bound is easily seen to

become 2<2a~xy ■ 2*11/1, iß. Now we go back to (2). Using (3) and the fact that the
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number of 7' contained in 70 is 2r * we obtain

\TrTJ\\2 < 200 ■ T~k   2   2*-2-<*-1>'||/|/||2
\I\-2-*

< 200 • 2-(fl-2)r||/||

and || TrTJ\\\ 2~<-2a~2)r\\f\\\ with the additional assumption contained in (ii). Now

stiU assuming r > k we observe that \\TkTr\\ = IKF^F,.)*!! = \\TrTk\\ < 2~(o-2)r/2.

Hence Cotlar's lemma gives the inequality we want, when a > 2 in the case (i) and

similarly when a > 1 in the case (ii).

Next we give a counterexample (due to F. Ricci) for the case a < 1. Suppose that

the collection of pairs is B = {[IJk, cok], l{ = \J2~k, (j + 1)2-*),./ = 0, .. . , (2* - 1),

üik = [3 • 2*, 2*+2), k > 0}. We choose/ = e~ix. We write c¿ = cllJ¡Uk]. Then

_ |e-«3+r») _ ,|
\4\=\2k(U+X)2'k e-^e-^dx

3 + 2-*

Hence

+ oo    2*-l +oo   i   -¿(3 + 2-*) _  i|2

2   2 \ckfi-k - 2 lf-r11
*=o y-o *=o     (3 + 2-*)2

which diverges. This shows that (1) does not hold for a = 1.

Comments.

1. The results do not appear to be typical of the exponentials. They depend

instead on the "amount of orthogonality" of the systems. For instance if we

substitute the exponentials with Walsh functions it is easy to see that the corre-

sponding systems are orthogonal for all values of a > 0. Actually more is true. If

H Fi !{■ ̂  0 it is enough to require uk n <o*< = 0 in the separation property to

have orthogonal systems. This trivially implies (1). (See [3] for an instance of a

collection of functions closely related to ours.)

2. In [5] the basic estimate which is needed is an inequality like (1) in the case

a = 1. (See [2], [4] where orthogonal operators related to this case appear.) While

such an inequality is true for Walsh functions, we know that it is not true in general

for the exponentials. In [5] another kind of conditions (basically a control on the

number of rows of operators involved) guarantees that the same Bessel type

inequality is true.
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